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Education, rhythm, ICT, technology, analysis, integration
questionnaire 

Since ancient times, since Antiquity and the Middle Ages
to the modern era, rhythm has been a concern for many 
thinkers of each stage because it was an element of many
areas. At first rhythm meant movement; with time, the
conclusion was reached that rhythm is the organization of
movement in a certain order. Thus, we can follow the 
evolution of rhythm until the appearance of polyphony,
which is based on the measured rhythm. 
(http://www.rasfoiesc.com/educatie/didactica/gradinita/R
ITMUL-MUZICAL-SI-FORMELE-SALE48.php#_ftn6) 
The creators of the largest educational platforms 
Coursera, EdX, Mooc, TEAMS, etc. note the growing 
need for the development of processes of collective 
global thinking and neuro-communication.
(https://brain.bio.msu.ru/bci_r.htm). Participants of major 
educational conferences in Europe EdCrunch talk about 
the need for technical socialization and development of 
digital skills of students as the basic competencies of the 
21st century subject. (V. Kirik, T. Leshkevich, 2018).
Experts in the field of didactics point to the possibilities 
of digital technologies in the multicultural education of 
students. (Mârza H., Samokhvalova S. Yu., 2019 ).
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legate de noile tehnologii (Freeman, Godfrey, 2010).  

compozitori care, prin folosirea formulelor matematice 

formule ritmice, astfel încât prin combinarea lor sunt 
create melodii. Aici îl amintim pe Fabien Lévy, cu 
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matematici n calculator, care la rândul lor au 

(https://www.fabienlevy.net/compositions-2/soliloque-
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complexe. Aici îl putem aminti pe compozitorul 

 t” – pentru computer 
(sunete electronice) 
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cum ar fi  i , este un mare avantaj pentru 
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dispunând de programe pentru redarea pieselor muzicale. 
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muzicale, unele venind chiar cu mostre muzicale sau 
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liceal (clasele IX-XII), au primit chestionare cu 

(teorie-solfegiu-dicteu, armonie, cor, istoria muzicii etc.),

-
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Research results confirm that the use of e-learning in
music training classes increases motivation to work, 
saves time, and allows you to quickly master the 
necessary practical skills. Elasticity, individualization, 
attractiveness of resources, and lack of fear of 
compromise give better results and allow you to enjoy
learning. (K. Szatrowski, 2019). 
The need to use digital resources in teaching and 
assimilating knowledge in any field becomes acute, 
which is due to the evolution of digital technology, of
communication and alternative tools for interaction with
the digital world. 
Integrating ICT resources in teaching musical disciplines 
can be achieved both through traditional and modern 
teaching methods, so the teacher can be a provider of 
learning resources in both class and home (James, Hilda 
2016). The introduction of ICT use in music education 
classes brings numerous practical effects in both the 
student and teacher’s evolution. It is known that positive 
results have been achieved in studies related to the 
integration of digital resources into music, with subjects
developing skills related to new technologies (Freeman, 
Godfrey, 2010).   
For example, we know about the existence of a group of 
composers who, by using mathematical formulas 
introduced in the computer, generate musical sounds and 
rhythmic formulas, combining them to create songs. Here
we recall Fabien Lévy, with the musical work Soliloque, 
written on the basis of mathematical algorithms
introduced in the computer, which in turn give rise to
rhythmic notes and values. (https:// www.fabienlevy.net/
compositions-2/soliloque-sur-x-x-et-x-en/)ifer 
The Singapore Conservatory offers subjects that combine
mathematics and music and aim to translate mathematics 
into music with the help of modern technology and all its
operating systems (devices). Starting from Vuza’s canons
which are algorithms and generate images, sounds and 
rhythm, one can produce complex songs through their 
development. Here we can mention 
Beldean, who has written pieces based on Vuza’s canons.
"Levant" – for computer (electronic sounds) 
The existence of software designed to write sheet music 
such as Sibelius and Finale is a great advantage for this
generation of composers, because it facilitates both the 
writing of scores and their performance, as these software
types have options for playback of musical tracks. In 
addition to this software known among composers and 
not only, there are many musical applications, of which
some come with music or rhythm samples, which, by
combining and overlapping, can easily become music
tracks (pop, rap etc.).   

 

In order to more easily perceive the process of 
development of current generations, during the classes of
theory-solfège-dictation at Music High
School of Cluj-Napoca, an experiment was carried out in 
which the high school students (grades IX-XII) received
questionnaires with numerous questions regarding the use 
and usefulness of technology integration both within 
music hours (theory-solfège-dictation, harmony, chorus,
music history, etc.) and outside them. At the same time, 
the same questionnaire (with age differences) was 
received by teachers in order to be able to make a 
comparison between the way students and teachers think. 
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La chestionar au participat 32 de elevi din ciclul liceal cu 
vârste cuprinse între 15-19 ani 
vârste de peste 25 ani. Pentru examinarea rezultatelor 
s- -au
comparat rezultatele elevilor cu cele ale profesorilor. Prin 
realizarea chestionarului s-a dorit perceperea 

 modului de gândire al elevilor comparativ cu cel
al profesorilor   

 rolului tehnologiei în programul lor cotidian  
 beneficiilor aduse de integrarea  mijloacelor TIC 

în cadrul orelor de curs de specialitate.  

rezultatului chestionarului, atât cel al elevilor, cel al
profesorilor, l 

  

 
Cât timp petreci zilnic la calculator?

 
Pornind de la ,

telefonul mobil. În mare parte acest lucru se dat
faptului ca majoritatea proiectelor de serviciu nu se pot 
proiecta pe un telefon mobil, iar elevii nu au atât de multe 
proiecte de realizat ca un profesor. 

 

 
-mailuri?

The questionnaire involved 32 high school students aged
15-19 years, and 39 teachers over the age of 25. Only a 
few of the questions asked were chosen to examine the
results and the students’ results were compared with 
those of the teachers. By carrying out the questionnaire 
we intended to perceive 

• the students’ way of thinking compared to that 
of the teachers   

• the role of technology in their daily schedule  
• the benefits of integrating ICT resources within 

music classes.    
In the images below we present a part of the results of the 
questionnaire for both students and teachers showing 
what each category thinks and the role of technology in 
their development.  

 
How much time do you spend every day on 

your computer?
 
Starting from the time spent in front of the computer, we
could see a difference which shows that teachers prefer to 
use the computer more than their mobile phone. To a
great extent this is also due to the fact that most work 
projects cannot be done on a mobile phone, and students 
do not have as many projects to do as a teacher. 

 
 Do you send or read emails? 
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O alt  în folosirea e-mail-ului.
-mailul, ei

le electronice, pe când profesorii sunt oarecum 
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-

gândire, 
ale unui adult  

 
Comunici online?

Comunicarea online 

interes care sunt folosite fie pentru a comunica 
individual, fie pentru comunicarea în grup, ceea ce 

e comunicare

u le
folosesc atât de mult ca elevii, în mare parte din cauza 

 

 

-uri specializate
în acest sens. 

Another visible difference is in using the email. Students
are not accustomed to using email, preferring social 
networks rather than electronic mailboxes, whereas
teachers are somewhat forced to use it very often,
because they receive a lot of useful information via it
mainly from work, but also because it is one of the most 
important means of communication with other important 
institutions. For example, official documents are sent by 
email. The difference between the number of email users 
among students and teachers does not necessarily come 
from differences in their way of thinking, but rather from
an adult’ s amount of responsibilities as compared to that
of a teenager. 

 
Do you communicate online?

Online communication is very popular among teenage 
students. The multitude of social networks allows them to 
create accounts and various interest groups that are used 
either to communicate individually or for group 
communication, which often allows problems to be 
solved without individuals meeting face to face. This type
of communication is not as widespread among teachers. 
Even if most of them use social media, they do not use
them as much as students, largely because of the different 
activities of the two groups. 

 
Do you read or watch news online?

Online news is mainly accessed by teachers. Even if 
students are huge fans of online communication, they
obtain news information from social networks and not
from websites specializing in this field. 
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chestionare?
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(telefoane,

tablete, laptop-uri etc.) 
, ei fiind mai

avantajul materiilor cu profil tehnologic ce sunt cuprinse 
 

 

 
Do you use online dictionaries or 

encyclopedias?

As can be seen, the use of an online dictionary is
preferred by both sides roughly equally. It is true that
some teachers prefer dictionaries in printed form, but that
does not stop them from getting the information they 
need online. The online dictionaries are available for 
everyone and students are often advised to use them. This 
type of search provides the user with information 
immediately, thus saving time necessary to access other 
useful information. 

 

Do you learn with educational software, games 
and questionnaires?

The evolution of technology in recent times, as well as 
the emergence of state-of-the-art high-performance
devices (phones, tablets, laptops, etc.), challenge teachers 
to use learning through educational programs, as they
are more likely to have such activities than their students,
who have the advantage of technological subjects 
included in the curriculum. 
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-mailuri?

În timpul orelor de curs, integrarea mijloacelor TIC se va 

predate. Profesorii folosesc mai des tehnologia decât 

 
 

 
 

 

 de socializare. Fiecare grup este creat cu un 

rea
scopului pentru care s-a creat grupul. 

 

 
Do you send or read emails?

 
During classes, the integration of ICT resources will be 
done differently, considering the type of subject taught. 
Teachers use technology more often than students during 
classes, especially because they are the providers of 
information that students need to have access to only 
after the teacher’ s demonstration.  

Do you communicate online for school work?
 
Online communication for school activity is preferred by 
both groups, which is due to activities involving a 
collaboration of those involved. The establishment of 
interest groups is very common on all social networks. 
Each group is created for a specific purpose for one or 
more common activities involving a target group 
concerned with achieving the purpose for which the 
group was created. 

 
 How often do you use ICT in the learning of 

(musical) subjects? 
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materiilor de specialitate (muzicale) la elevi

, 

 

 

calculatorul

calculatorul/telefonul/laptopul/tableta  
, 

riere a partiturii este
necesar 

decât majoritatea profesorilor.   
ui ar trebui

folosirea acestora este strict pentru testarea lor, pentru a
putea fi recomandate mai apoi ele ci nu toate

 
lor pentru dezvoltarea ritmului a avut

ea

 

 
-ar ajuta la

dezvoltarea auzului muzical

The frequency with which ICT resources are used in the 
learning of specific (music) subjects is different in
students as compared to teachers. The high number of 
users among teachers may be due to the fact that an 
innovation is pursued in the current music education
system as well as an interaction of the classic methods
with new teaching and learning methods.  

Specify the musical activities in which you 
use your computer 
 
The musical activities in which a 
computer/phone/laptop/tablet is used are mainly those 
where music is listened to, both in the teachers' and the 
students' group. Even if the process of writing the score is 
equally necessary in teachers and students, it is 
nevertheless noticeable that students are more prone to 
this activity than most teachers.  
Even if applications for aural skills development should 
be used more by students, the questionnaire reveals that 
they are better known among teachers. It is true that 
many of the teachers surveyed have made it clear that 
they use them strictly in order to test them so that they 
can afterwards recommend them to students, because not 
all applications are suitable for all students. 

The use of applications meant for rhythm development 
has had roughly similar results. The small number of 
users in this respect results from the lack of knowledge of 
the applications dedicated to this activity. Teachers are 
often asked to recommend such applications that 
contribute to the development of the sense of rhythm.  

 
Specify the app(s) that would help you 

develop your aural skills
Of the respondents to the students’ questionnaire, about a
third do not know of any application to help them 
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Studiul realizat sub forma unui chestionar dispus pe dou
categorii -  - a

modului d
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ie ritm  

 
2.  a

 
3. Accesarea in

 
4. 
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l elevilor prin
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a dezvolta o platf -line
module pentru instruirea cadrelor didactice pe de o parte, 

le ce vor completa 
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ea testelor

de Instruire, 

cont individual de profesor sau elev, de pe orice 
 

e în
în l POIER. 

 

instrumentului studiat. De asemenea, 

 

 

astfel încâ
timp real ale  
face ca 

 

develop aural skills or the sense of rhythm. However, that
does not prevent them from searching for and knowing 
other apps that contribute directly or indirectly to their 
evolution. 

 

The study carried out in the form of a questionnaire 
destined to two categories – one for students and one for 
teachers - was aimed at comparing the two groups in 
terms of thinking, age differences and interests, but also 
with a view to integrating ICT into rhythm education.
The results obtained from the comparison between 
teachers' and students' questionnaires led to the following 
conclusions: 

• Integrating ICT resources in teaching rhythm 
education classes provides interactive 
accessibility and usefulness of information. 

• There is an advantage of interactive 
communication where students can choose to 
interact with other participants by accessing
various online systems. 

• Accessing information in real time aims to 
assimilate knowledge quickly and efficiently. 

• The use of specialized applications gives 
students the chance of distance learning. 

The predominant use of ICT resources in the teaching of 
rhythm education classes contributes significantly to the 
development of the students’ sense of rhythm through the
abundance of information made available to them.  
For the development and implementation of ICT
resources in music and rhythm education, the concrete 
proposal is to develop an online platform, structured
according to several modules for teacher training on the 
one hand, learning through examples and exercises who 
will complement the classroom educational process on
the other hand, but also an essential evaluation 
component by solving tests uploaded by each leading 
teacher and reporting students' knowledge through 
feedback. This platform, which we will generically call 
OPTER (Online Platform for Training, Evaluation and
Reporting), has the prerequisites to become a very 
important ICT resource in music education. As 
mentioned, the platform is thought to have multiple 
modules, with individual account access for teacher or 
student, from any stable (desktop) or mobile device 
(tablet, phone). 

 aims to initiate teachers in the 
system and the operation of OPTER. 

 contains a library of exercises 
and examples, ordered according to the specifics of the 
class, age, and instrument studied. It also contains a 
series of tests, uploaded by each teacher, to which the 
student will be able to respond at any time of the day, 
without depending on location. 

 systematizes and centralizes test
results, globally per class and individually per student, so 
that there is the possibility to have real-time images of 
the process of evolution or involution. This makes 
intervention with correctional methods in the education 
process immediate. 
The development of musical, rhythmic, creative,
compositional skills with the help of various systems of 
the existing technology offers the future musician 
multiple and innovative possibilities in the field of arts.  
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